Las Vegas Sands and Mohegan Sun Are Founding Members of NCPG President’s and Director’s Circle

New Circle Level Recognizes Supporters Above and Beyond Platinum Membership

The National Council on Problem Gambling (NCPG) is extremely pleased to recognize Las Vegas Sands Corp. as the founding member of our President’s Circle and Mohegan Sun as the founding member of our Director’s Circle. Both organizations have been members of NCPG for years and are leaders in responsible gaming. The Circle levels recognize companies and individuals who provide a multi-year commitment to NCPG through a combination of membership, sponsorship and other support.

Maria-Christina Annaloro, Manager of Government Relations & Global Responsible Gaming, said: “For many years, Las Vegas Sands Corp. has played a leadership role in linking responsible gaming academics with the research community; further creating science-based programs that address problem gambling. Our grants to the National Council of Problem Gambling reflect our overall approach to corporate citizenship and more specifically, our desire to elevate responsible gaming discussion and policy. We are proud to support the NCPG and the important work they carry out.”

“Mohegan Sun is proud to be alongside Las Vegas Sands as the founding members of the National Council of Problem Gambling’s President and Director’s Circle. The National Council on Problem Gambling do vital work, and have an extremely knowledgeable and hardworking team. Our donations are a recognition of that, and to contribute to furthering the discussions and promotion of responsible gaming. We’re very appreciative of this relationship with NCPG” said Ray Pineault, President and General Manager of Mohegan Sun. Pineault also serves on the NCPG Board of Directors and was recently re-elected as NCPG Treasurer.

Marlene Warner, President of the NCPG Board of Directors, stated: “I’m pleased to welcome Las Vegas Sands and Mohegan Sun as the inaugural members of the President’s and Director’s Circles and appreciate their support of NCPG and responsible gaming. Their commitments will help us strengthen and sustain our important programs and services.”

NCPG is the national advocate for problem gamblers and their families. Its mission is to lead state and national stakeholders in the development of comprehensive policy and programs for all those affected by problem gambling.
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